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Learning objectives

Things are ridiculous, until they aren’t
Describe examples of the technology acceleration

Technology doesn’t always benefit humans
Describe the dystopian risks of technology acceleration

Possible solutions?

A grain of rice adds up quick
Define Big Data and Moore’s law



Paramount Pictures, Tricorder™ CBS studios



Prometheus med pod, Fox Pictures, 2012



Movies tell us the future of 
medicine is AWESOME!

And, this is all we get? 



Clinical Scenario

53 yo male with hyperlipidemia and depression 
comes to clinic for a 6 week follow up after starting 
paroxetine. He is otherwise healthy, and only takes 
aspirin 81 mg, pravastatin 40mg, and his newly 
started paroxetine . He asks you if the paroxetine 
could be making him urinate more. His finger stick is 
190, but A1C is normal. 

• Does paroxetine cause hyperglycemia?
• How would you answer the question?
• You have access to the internet and the EHR.



How did Stanford researchers use 
big data?

Bing search bar
can detect IP addresses of
anonymous specific 
computers



How do you validate the connection?



A grain of rice adds up quick
Define Big Data and Moore’s law
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A tale of Persia, Chess, 
a grain of rice…

And exponential size.



Put 1 grain in the first square, double amount in next square.  Result after 64 squares? 

By Staxringold [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BY-SA-3.0 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)], from Wikimedia Commons

Freeart.com



Pile of Rice > Mount Everest, and >1000x modern annual world production



Big Data

Any collection of data sets so large and 
complex that it becomes difficult to process 
using traditional data analysis. 



Moore’s Law

The observation by Gordon Moore 
(Intel, 1965) that the number of 
transistors in a dense integrated 
circuit doubles about every 2 
years, while price falls by ½. 

Gordon Moore, Intel, 1956







Things are ridiculous, until they aren’t
Describe examples of the technology acceleration



Big data services in use NOW
Waze

Social media + maps
Automated traffic data from users!

Uber/Lyft
Smartphone-requested transport
Car ownership obsolete?

Airbnb
Stay with locals
Hotels obsolete? 



The Internet of Things (IoT)
Thermostat (nest)

Front door (Ring)

Laundry (Dash)
SmartTOILET



Artificial Intelligence

Weak (narrow) AI

Strong AI



Artificial Intelligence
•Weak (narrow) AI is focused on a complex but 
specific task and to seem very intelligent at it

•Strong AI is capable of all cognitive functions of a 
real human mind (not possible at present)



1997Deep Blue defeats best human Chess player, Gary Kasparov, 1997



IBM Watson defeats best human Jeopardy player, Ken Jennings, 2011



AlphaGo defeats best human Go player, Lee Sodol, 2016
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2006



2016



2016



MIT Technology Review Dec 2016



SpaceX Falcon 9
AI recovery of boosters





What about healthcare?



Stanford.edu





=obese
Green=non-obese

Orange line=family
Purple line= friendship

Personal risk of 
obesity 
relates to 3 degrees 
of separation. 

People are connected, 
and so their health 
is connected

2007



Tricorder 
X-Prize 

Allowing consumers to 
Capture vital signs and 
diagnose 13 diseases

10/2012:  X-Prize 
announced
8/2014: 7 finalists 
selected
Q2 2017:  2 awards





January 2018



Augmented Reality:
a technology that superimposes a 
computer-generated image on a 
user's view of the real world, thus 
providing a composite view.

Technology Review
October 2018



Technology doesn’t always benefit humans
Describe the dystopian risks of technology acceleration



https://www.inc.com/alyssa-satara/if-you-dont-fully-
understand-cambridge-analytica-scandal-read-this-simplified-
version.html

https://www.stationx.net/us-uk-issue-odd-warning-about-russian-hackers/





Trucks.com

I-25 freeway 

October 2016 
Ft. Collins to 
Colorado 
Springs 

50,000 cans of 
Budweiser

There are 11 
million truck 
drivers in the 
US





Possible solutions?
Empathy and creativity should shape technology 



The Centaur

STEMpathy

A human-computer hybrid

A set of skills with grounding in
Science, Technology, Engineering
and Math, that includes skillful 
communication and empathy



Centaur teams dominate 
human-only or machine-
only competitors



Examples: creativity in human-centered design



Chatbot is your virtual MA/assistant/scribe?!
See: Better, Safer Care (EHR) on YouTube



What is 

doing about this?



Paper charts!?!



Speech Recognition



Patient wearables for 
continuous vital signs



Big Data + AI to overhaul OR scheduling



ChatBot advice



I’m pretty sure CT Lin did this to us just to make us type in his &@#$ EHR

UCHealth 4 week dictation outage, 2017

Hacker attacks



eICU: A second pair of eyes: 
Intensive care MD’s and RN’s

Virtual ICU



EHR 2.0 Sprint optimization



Medical Assistants reduce EHR burden & improve human connection



Wanna Learn More?

Books and a website



Learning objectives

Technology doesn’t always benefit humans
Describe the dystopian risks of technology acceleration

Possible solutions?
Understand how empathy and creativity should shape technology 

Things are ridiculous, until they aren’t
Describe examples of the technology acceleration

A grain of rice adds up quick
Define Big Data and Moore’s law



Thank you! 
CT.Lin@ucdenver.edu



Life 3.0 
Tegmark

A Whole New
Mind Pink

Homo Deus
Harari

Drive
Pink

Thank You for 
Being Late 
Friedman

Abundance
Diamandis

What is a Yottabyte and How do you Treat it? CT.Lin@ucdenver.edu

Technology doesn’t always benefit humans
Describe the dystopia of technology acceleration

Possible solutions?
Empathy and creativity should shape technology 

Things are ridiculous, until they aren’t
Describe examples of the technology acceleration

A grain of rice adds up quick
Define Big Data and Moore’s law



Paramount Pictures, Tricorder™ CBS studios

Art-deco 
Salt and Pepper Shakers 
from 1960



Big Data

Any collection of data sets so large and 
complex that it becomes difficult to process 
using traditional data analysis. 



Moore’s Law

The observation by Gordon Moore 
(Intel, 1965) that the number of 
transistors in a dense integrated 
circuit doubles about every 2 
years, while price falls by ½. 

Gordon Moore, Intel, 1956



Artificial Intelligence
•Weak (narrow) AI is focused on a complex but 
specific task and to seem very intelligent at it

•Strong AI is capable of all cognitive functions of a 
real human mind (not possible at present)



The Centaur

STEMpathy

A human-computer hybrid

A set of skills with grounding in
Science, Technology, Engineering
and Math, that includes skillful 
communication and empathy
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